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. STEEL SHEINING 

Irwin J. Ferdinand, Glencoe, and Dale Raymond Lopatka, 
Glenview, lit, assignors to S. A. Hirsh Mfg. (10., Sltoltie, 
Ill, a corporation of Illinois 

Fiied Sept. 12, 1963, Ser. No. 308,533 
33 Claims. (Cl. 108—144) 

This application is a continuation-in-part of our co 
pending application Serial No. 229,355, ?led October 9, 
1962, now abandoned, which in turn is a continuation-in 
part of our co-pending application Serial No. 184,045, 
?led April 2, 1962, now abandoned, and incorporates 
claims allowed in our later continuation-in-part applica 
tion Serial No. 368,634 of this application, which later 
application was ?led May 19, 1964, and is now aban 
doned. 

This invention relates in general to steel shelving and 
more particularly to fabricated lightweight shelving that 
is adjustably fastened on supporting columns for ready 
positioning and removal under rigidifying conditions with 
out bracing struts. , 

Heretofore, steel shelving has generally involved con 
siderable hazard due to sharp edgesand corners, as well 
as undesirable mechanical complexity, requiring numerous 
motions and expense in assembling and fastening the 
shelving to the supporting columns. 

Accordingly, the invention contemplates a steel shelv 
ing construction wherein the outlines of the shelves are 
sturdy and attractive with no sharp edges, and utilizes a 
simple, rigid and adjustable fastening construction be 
tween the shelves and the supporting columns. 
The invention is further characterized wherein a shelf 

is secured to a supporting column having substantially U 
shaped con?guration with the surfaces of the column con 
tacting each shelf in multiple vertical lines of contact at 
right angles to each other under pressures rigidifying the 
assembly solely at the shelf levels. ‘ 

Also, the invention provides a steel shelving construc 
tion wherein sharply squared corner edges are rigidly held 
and protectively clamped against the supporting columns 
by concealed, but readily manipulated fastening elements, 
disposed within the con?nes of the supporting columns. 

Another salient feature of the improved shelving con 
struction of this invention includes reinforcing ribs formed 
in the supporting columns to provide additional rein 
forcement to the supporting columns and to provide an 
engaging surface for the fastening element at right angles 
to one another. 
The invention also contemplates a fastening clip assem 

bled to a shelf with a single movement and releasably 
retained in three planes at the corner junctures of the 
shelf to rigidify the corner structure, and in combination 
with a nut and bolt arrangement, to clamp the shelf to 
the supporting columns with a rigidity that dispenses with 
side sway brackets. 
Another feature of the fastening clip of this invention 

is one in which securement at the corner of a shelf, the 
strength and the rigidity of the corner and its secure 
ment to the supporting column is greatly enhanced as 
the weight supported on the shelf is increased. ‘ 
The invention is also characterized by a shelf and sup 

porting column construction which can be compacted 
for shipping in a space substantially the area of the shelf 
and one half the sum of the thicknesses of the shelves 
supplied. _ 

The features of the present invention which are believed 
to be novel are set forth with particularity in‘ the appended 
claims. The formation, inter-relationship, and secure 
ment of the steel shelving construction of this invention, 
together with further objects and advantages thereof, may 
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best be understood by reference to the following descrip 
tion taken in connection with the accompanying draw 
ings, in the several ?gures of which like reference nu 
merals identify like elements, and in which: 

‘FIG. 1 is a front perspective view of a steel shelf con 
struction according to the present invention; 
FIG. 2 is a fragmentary front perspective view of the 

shelf which is secured to the supporting columns; 
FIG. 3 is a fragmentary enlarged front perspective view 

of one corner of the shelf; I , 

FIG. 4 is ,a perspective View of the fastening clip; 
FIG. 5 is a perspective view of another embodiment 

of the fastening clip; ' 
‘FIG. 6 is a perspecitve view of a further embodiment 

of the fastening clip; 
FIG. 7 is a fragmentary perspective view illustrating 

the relationship of the shelf shown in FIG. 3 when in the 
secured position held by the fastening clip of FIG. 4 
against a supporting column; 
FIG. 8 is a fragmentary perspective view illustrating 

the relationship of the shelf shown in FIG. 3 when in 
the secured position held by the fastening clip of FIG. 5 
against a supporting column; 
FIG. 9 is a fragmentary perspective view illustrating 

the relationship of the shelf shown in FIG. 3 when in 
the secured position held by the fastening clip of FIG. 6 
against a supporting column; 
FIG. 10 is a fragmentary partially sectioned view illus 

trating the secured relationship of abutting shelves with a 
supporting column; . 
FIG. 11 is a front perspective view of the clip of the 

embodiment of FIG. 6 illustrating the relationship of the. 
clip support within the shoulder of the shelf; 
FIG. 12 is a front perspective view of the supporting 

column connector; and 
FIG. 13 is a top view of the supporting column con 

nector shown in assembled relationship within the sup 
porting column. 

Referring now more particularly to FIGS. 1, 2 and 3, 
the shelf 10, preferably formed from sheet metal and 
coated, is secured at its four corners to the supporting 
columns 12. The shelf 16 is preferably rectangular and 
has an upper planar surface or top portion 18 with con 
tiguous depending peripheral ‘side ?anges 20 and end 
?anges 22. The sideand end ?anges 20 and 22 de?ne 
the features of the shelf and greatly increase the strength 
and rigidity of the shelf for load bearing purposes. 
As best seen in FIG. 3, the side ?anges 20 provide a 

substantially L shaped con?guration having an outer por~ 
tion 24 with the lower marginal edge 26 thereof reversely 
bent providing a lower portion 28 parallel to the planar 
portion 318 and with the periphery 26 thereof in a spaced 
parallel relationship with the outer portion 24. Prefer 
ably, the upper edge of the side ?anges 20 are upwardly 
offset from the plane of the shelf, as at 30, to provide a 
shoulder 32 which prevents inward movement of the outer 
portion 24- under load conditions. The raised elevation 
of shoulder 32 also serves as a low rail to hold articles 
on the shelves. 
The end ?anges 22 also provide an L shaped con?gura 

tion having an outer portion 34 with the lower marginal 
portion reversely bent back upon itself to provide a lower 
portion 36 of double thickness with the extreme marginal 
edge of the ?ange in parallel surface contact with the 
inner surface of the outer portion 34. The end ?anges do 
not provide a portion elevated above the planar portion 
18 since. it is often desirable to place several shelves into 
an end to end abutting relationship‘. 
Each of the four corners of the shelf are notched out 

to provide a recessed opening 38 de?ned by an end ?ange 
edge 40 and side ?ange edge 42. Each of the recessed 
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openings 38 receive an angular portion of a supporting 
column to secure the shelf to the column as will be de 
scribed. . 

A fastener securing aperture 44 is formed through the 
lower portion 28 of the side ?anges at a predetermined 
distance from the edge 42 de?ning the recessed opening. 
A similar fastener securing aperture 46 is formed through 
the lower portion 36 of the end ?ange 22 at a predeter 
mined distance from the edge 40 and an aperture 48 is‘ 
formed in the planar portion 18 adjacent the inner corner 
of the recessed opening 38. Aperture 48 may be elimi~ 
nated when using clips illustrated in FIG. 6. The aper 
tures 44, 46 and 48 are preferably elongated to receive 
rectangular tabs on a fastening clip to be described. 

Referring now more speci?cally to FIGS. 7 and 10, 
the supporting columns 12 comprise a strip of heavy metal 
formed to provide an open channel con?guration, having 
identical outwardly extending sides 50 and 52 connected 
by a rear wall 54 and perforated at their junctures with a 
plurality of equally spaced apertures 56 to permit vertical 
adjustment of the shelves, preferably at one inch intervals. 
The sides 50 and 52 and rear wall 54 of the supporting 

columns have concaved ribs 58 formed therein at prede 
termined laterally spaced intervals to increase the strength 
and rigidity of the column and to provide a bearing sur 
face for the head portion of a fastening bolt to be de 
scribed. The rear wall also contains apertures 75 at both 
ends for the purpose of allowing vertical attachment of 
end-abutting supporting columns. 
The outwardly extending edge portion of the side walls 

50 and 52 of the channel shaped support columns are an 
gularly contoured to provide a convex rib 68 with the edge 
of the side Walls bent inwardly to form a lip portion 62 
substantially parallel to the rear wall 54. The lip por 
tion 62, in addition to greatly increasing the strength and 

‘ rigidity of the support columns, eliminates outwardly ex 
tending sharp edged surfaces, partially conceals the fas 
tening bolts and, as set forth in our co-pending applica 
tion Serial No. 184,045, previously referred to, may be 
used to retain a cover strip of any suitable design in the 
position represented by dotted lines 62a. 

Referring now more speci?cally to FIG. 4, a fastening 
clip 64 of the fastening arrangement 14 is preferably 
formed from a heavy metal strip. The clip 64 provides a 
planar portion 66 having identical wing portions 68 and 
70 angularly formed at both ends thereof preferably at 
45° to the plane. A stiffening ?ange 72 is formed on the 
lower edge of the body portion 66 by severing the body 
portion in two places and bending the section there 
between at a right angle to the body portion where it not 
only serves as a manipulating handle but also serves as a 
nut stop. Wing portions 68 and 70 extend a substantial 
distance past the lower edge of the body portion 66 to 
de?ne tab members 74 and 76. Camming surfaces 86 
and 88 are provided on the inside of tabs 74 and '76 where 
they are inclined toward the ends of the tabs to direct and 
guide an angled insertion of the tabs snugly into slots and 
position the ends of the tabs properly in the apertures 
44 and 46 when the clamp is assembled to the shelf. 
The upper edge portion 90 of the planar body 66 is 

bent slightly in the direction of the support columns and 
includes a centrally located tab 78 received in aperture 
48 of the shelf for stressing the shelf towards the column. 
An aperture 81 is centrally formed through the body por 
tion 66 for alignment with the aperture 56 in thhe sup 
porting columns when the clip 64 is properly positioned 
in the shelf ready for securement. This securement is 
best shown in FIGS. 7 and 10 wherein clip 64 is resiliently 
held to each of the corner portions of the shelves-10 and 
a bolt 80 is inserted through both apertures 56 and 81 to 
receive the nut 82 which is held against turning by ?ange 
72. 

Su?icient clearance around the hole 81 is provided so 
that the bolt 80 can be initially canted enough for the nut 
82 to be started and threadably engage the bolt a short 
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distance before the ?ange 72 becomes effective to hold it 
against turning while the bolt is being further tightened. 
To install the clip 64 in the corner of the shelf, the 

clip is held in an angular position and tabs 74 and 76 
are introduced into the apertures 44 and 46 respectively 
in the side ?anges 20 and 22. The clip is then brought 
square to the plane 18 of the shelf 10 and this forces the 
tab 78 into alignment and into aperture 48 in the top 
of the shelf 10. 

Since the side and end ?anges 20 and 22 and the 
planar portion 18 ?ex with respect to one another at the 
corner juncture, the tabs '74 and 76 and ?anges are 
forced into a snug relationship in which they are locked 
by the tab 78 when it snaps home in aperture 48. There 
is sufficient ?exing of these members to permit the tab 78 
to be easily moved into and held in this ultimate position. 
As best seen in FIG. 10, the clip 64 when in position is 
diagonally disposed between the side and end ?anges with 
the wing portions in the plane of the ?anges and as 
seen in FIG. 7, the uppermost edge 65 of the clip 64 
supports the planar portion 18 of the shelf adjacent the 
recessed openings 38. 

FIG. 5 discloses another embodiment 64a of clip 64 
of the fastening arrangement 14. The clip is preferably 
formed from a heavy metal strip, and provides a planar 
body portion 66a, a narrow web portion 94a at right angles 
to the body portion 66a, which not only serves as a plate 
stiffener, but also as a nut stop. Another planar body 
portion 96a is formed at right angles to the web portion 
94a and is parallel to and extending away from body 
portion 66a. Flange portion 72a is formed by a right 
angle bend to portion 96a parallel to and doubling back' 
on web portion 940, and forms the bottom of the clip. 
The bottom 72a extends beyond the sides of the body 
portion 66a of the clip and at both extremities has bent 
up tabs 74a and 76:: disposed at right angles to the 
bottom 72a and preferably at 45 ° to the plane of body 
portion 66a. The tabs 74a and 76a have a camming 
edge 86a and 88a which ‘serve as guides for the tabs when 
the clip is slipped into position and are notched at 85a 
and 87a on their remote edges to prevent unintentional 
release. The upper portion 906: is at the top of the 
body portion 66a and disposed preferably at right angles 
to portion 66a in the same direction as web portion 94a. 
Extending from the surface 90a and at an acute angle with 
the top thereof is formed another tab 78 which engages 
aperture 48 in shelf 10 and when assembled stresses the 
shelf toward the supporting column 12. An aperture 81 

_ is centrally formed through the body portion 66a for 
alignment with the aperture 56 in the support column 
when the clip 64a is properly positioned in the shelf. 
referring to FIG. 8, clip 64a as disclosed by FIG. 5, is 
securely held in each corner of the shelf by the notched 
tabs 74a and 76a and a bolt 80 is inserted through both 
apertures 56 and 81 to receive the nut 82 which is held 
against turning by the web portion 94a. 
To assemble, all tabs (74a, 76a and 78) are aligned 

with their corresponding apertures (46, 44 and 48) in 
the shelves and are then forced into the apertures. As 
all tabs enter their apertures from the same direction, a 
single force in that direction will secure the clip. When 
in position, body portion 66a is diagonally disposed be 
tween the side and the end ?anges with tabs 74a and 76a 
in the plane of the ?anges and the uppermost surface 90a 
supporting the planar portion 18 of the shelf adjacent 
to the recessed opening 38. 

FIG. 6 discloses another embodiment of clip 64 of the 
fastening arrangement 14. The clip 64b, also preferably 
formed from a heavy metal strip, has a planar body portion 
66b having an upper portion 90b formed at right angles 
to the portion 66b, a lower portion 72b also formed at 
right angles to 6612 and in the same direction as portion 
90b and parallel to it. Two relationships of elements are 
contemplated in which one is the mirror of the other 
where the shelf ?anges differ. One will be described 
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wherein body portion 66b has two right angle bends form 
ing a narrow portion 94b that serves as a plate stiffener 
and also a nut stop. Both portions 72b and 99b extend 
beyond the body portion 66b ‘of the clip. At the ends 
of portion 72b tabs 74b and 7 6b are bent toward portion 
90b. Tabs 74b and 7612 are disposed at an angle of about 
45° to the planar surface 661) so they lie in the same 
plane as the shelf ?anges while portion 66b extends di 
agonally to the ?anges 2t} and 2. The internal edge of 
tabs 74b and 761) have camming surfaces 86b and 88b 
to serve as guides and draw the ?anges and clip tightly 
together. At the base of the surfaces 86b and 88b spaces 
85b and 87b are notched out to provide shoulders which 
hold the clip in place when assembled. 

Portion 90b of the clip has a bearing surface at either 
end which serves to stress the shelf in the direction of 
the supporting column thereby insuring rigidity when bolt 
80 is tightened. The edge 92b at one end of the upper 
portion 9% serves as a bearing surface engaging in the 
corner between the top plane 18 and side ?ange 22 of 
the shelf 10, and the other end of the upper portion 90b . 
is constructed to engage in the upper corner contour of 
the top portion 18 and side ?ange 2d of the shelf 10‘. 
In this particular instance the bearing portion 78b is off 
set from the portion 90b and formed at right angles to it. 
Both bearing members are disposed at approximately 45° 
to the plane of portion 66b. An aperture 81 is centrally 
formed through the body portion 66b for alignment with 
the apertures 56 in the support column when the clip 64b 
is properly positioned in the shelf. 

Referring to FIG. 9, clip 64b as disclosed by FIG. 6 is 
securely held in each corner of the shelf by the notched 
tabs 74b and 76b. To assemble, tabs 74b and 76b are 
aligned with the corresponding apertures 46‘ and 44 in 
the shelves, with bearing portion 78b on the side of the 
shelf having the shoulder 32, as shown in FIG. 11. The 
tabs are forced through apertures by pressure thereon 
towards the shelf top 18. The camming surfaces @612 
and 38b draw the sides inwardly under stress and they 
snap back into the spaces 85b and 87b when reached 
whereby portion 66b is diagonally disposed between the 
side and end ?anges with tabs 74b and 76b in the plane 

Surface 9% supports planar shelf sur 
face 18 adjacent to the recessed opening 38 and added 
support is offered by surface 72b which supports the 
?ange surface adjacent to the recessed opening 38. 

Referring to all three embodiments as shown in FIGS. 
7, 8 and 9, once the clip 64 is properly positioned in the 
corner of the shelf, shelf 10 is clamped to the supporting 
column 12 by a nut 82 and bolt 89 combination. A bolt 
80 is inserted through one of the apertures 56 in the 
supporting column and the aperture 81 in the fastener 
clip 64 and threadably engages a nut 82. Referring to 
FIG. 7, the nut 8-2 after being started on the bolt is 
secured thereafter against rotation by physical engagement 
with the retaining plate 72 as the bolt is rotated, and with 
surfaces 94a in FIG. 8 and 94b in FIG. 9 serving the same 
purpose, thus necessitating the use of only a screwdriver 
to complete the installation. The head portion 84 of the 
bolt ?t) bears against the contoured surfaces of the con 
caved ribs 58 in a side wall and rear wall of the support 
column as the drawing force of the nut and bolt combina 
tion forces the end edges of the end and side ?anges, 
de?ning the recessed opening 38, into solid abutting con 
tact with the side wall and rear wall of the supporting 
column. By disposing and clamping all contacting abut 
ting surfaces normal to one another, the shelf is rigidly 
secured to the supporting column against movement in 
any plane and the wide spread of the mating edges and 
sides, due to their rectangular con?guration, permits con 
siderable force to be extended over a wide spread area 
giving exceptionally good stability and rigidity to the in 
terconnection of the shelf 10 with the supporting col 
umn 12. ‘ 

To facilitate handling and shipping, the supporting col 
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6 
umns are manufactured in lengths equal to or less than 
the length of the shelves and are connected upon assembly 
of the shelves to provide the full size shelving arrange 
ment of FIG. 1. The supporting column connecting de 
vice is best seen in FIGS. 12 and 13‘. The connector 57 is 
characterized by a modi?ed U shaped channel con?gura 
tion preferably formed from a heavy metal strip. It pro 
vides a planar portion 59 having identical wing portions 
61 and 63 preferably bent at 45° to portion 59 to give 
added strength to the planar portion 59, and identical 
portions 67 and 69 extending from the wings at 45° and 
perpendicular to the base 59 which also increase the 
rigidity of the connector and follow the inside contour 
of the supporting column. 
When assembled to the supporting columns, rear por 

tion 59 of the connector bears against the back wall 54 of 
the two abutting support columns, and portions 65 and 67 
of the connector lie in the same plane as side walls 50 and 
52. They serve to prevent rotation about the juncture and 
offsetting of their end edges at the juncture while at the 
same time stiffening the joint against de?ection. Each 
connector 57 is secured to overlap the abutting ends of the 
supporting columns by a bolt '77 and nut 79 arrangement, 
the bolt passing through aperture 75 of the column then 
through aperture 71 located in portion 59 of the connector. 
The nut 79 will bear against rear portion 59 and is of 
such size that when the bolt 77 is turned the nut 79 will 
be prevented from turning by contact with wing portions 
61 and 63 of the connector, thereby requiring the use of 
only a screwdriver for assembly. 
Wing portions 61 and 63 of the connector bear against 

the reinforcing concave ribs 58 of the support column and 
contain apertures 73 which will be aligned with apertures 
56 of the support column to permit bolt 80 to pass through 
both apertures and allow the shelves to be attached 
throughout the length of the connected supporting columns 
including the area of the connector. The placing ‘of a shelf . 
at the juncture of the supporting columns will tend to 
further strengthen and rigidify the connection. ' 
To assemble, the connector must enter a supporting 

column through an end and be slid into position of bolt 
aperture alignment. The wing portions 67 and 69 hearing 
against the side walls 50 and 52 of the supporting column 
will hold the connector in place while the other adjoining 
supporting column is slid over the extending part of the 
connector until it abuts the ?rst column. All apertures 
should then be in line and ready to receive bolt 77 for 
securement. 
From the foregoing, it will be seen that a shelving con 

struction has been provided which may be readily set up 
into a rugged, rigid form and securely held in such form 
with a minimum of time, effort and tools. By providing 
a fastening clip 64 that is secured in position by the three 
mutually perpendicular planes of the side and end ?anges 
and the planar surface of the shelf, not only will the 
corner portions of the shelves be greatly increased in 
strength and rigidity, but the drawing force created, as 
the bolt 80 is threaded into the nut 82, will be equally 
distributed between the adjacent end and side ?anges and 
the planar surface of the shelf rigidifying the clamping of 
the shelf to the support column. Further, when the fas 
tening clip 64 is snapped into position at the corner of the 
shelf, securement against subsequent disengagement of the 
clip and rigidity of the corner is greatly enhanced as the 
weight on the shelf increases. 

It is further readily understood that the recessed open 
ings 38 not only aid in providing alignment, engagement 
and stability to the shelving construction, but the ends of 
each ?ange are cut back a distance slightly greater than 
the thickness of the ?ange normal thereto so that the 
shelves may be placed bottom to bottom with the ?anges 
meeting in the offset relationship with the support 
columns packed diagonally of the shelves therebetween, 
to form a compact, easily packaged unit in which the com 
ponents are interlocked against slipping or sliding. 
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Additionally, the angular con?guration of the side 
?anges function as a supporting beam for the width of the 
shelf and in conjunction with the contoured supporting 
columns and the simple fastening arrangement, an excep 
tionally lightweight shelving unit is provided capable of 
supporting weight in excess of that expected of a heavier 
shelving construction. 
The construction herewith described and disclosed may 

be utilized in numerous applications and in a variety of 
speci?c structures, while its ease of manufacture and as 
sembly, its clean and attractive outline and freedom from 
exposed edges make it particularly useful in all installa 
tions where metal shelving is currently in use. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A vertically adjustable metal shelving assembly com 

prising: 
a shelf having a planar portion and a pair of depend‘ 

ing side ?anges and end ?anves, said side ?anges 
and end ?anges terminating in square ends a spaced 
distance from each other at the corners of the shelf 
to de?ne recessed shelf corners, 

said ?anges having vertically oriented apertures therein 
spaced from said square ends, 

cross-sectionally identical vertical support columns hav 
ing parallel laterally extending side portions inter 
connected by a cross wall received in said recessed 
shelf corners against the square en'ded ?anges, 

a plurality of vertically spaced apertures formed 
through columns at the junctures of said side portions 
and interconnecting wall, 

connector means ?tting internally in the supporting 
columns for vertical connection thereof end to end 
in abutting weight bearing relationship, 

a fastening clip disposed beneath the planar surface of 
the shelf adjacent the recessed opening at the corner 
thereof and terminally engaging in said ?ange aper 
tures at a right angle to said ?anges, said fastening 
clip having a formed aperture intermediate said 
?ange engagements in alignment with one of the ver 
tically spaced apertures in the support columns, and 

releasable securing means rigidly securing the shelf to 
‘the support column interconnecting the column and 
fastening clip at said aligned apertures for securing 
the shelf rigidly to said support column through said 
formed aperture with said squared ends under stress 
squaring the ?anges to the column. 

2. A vertically adjustable metal shelving assembly com 
prising: 

a shelf having a planar portion and a pair of depend 
ing side ?anges and end ?anges, said side ?anges and 
end ?anges at each corner terminating in planar 
edges disposed at right angles to each other and 
spaced from each other to de?ne recessed shelf cor 
ners, 

said ?anges having apertures therein spaced from said 
planar edges, 

vertical support columns having parallel side portions 
interconnected by a cross wall and received in said 
recessed shelf corners against the planar edges, 

a plurality of vertically spaced apertures formed 
through the columns at the junctures of said side 
portions and interconnecting wall, 

a fastening clip disposed beneath and engaging the 
planar surface of the shelf adjacent the recessed 
opening at the corner thereof and extending directly 
between and terminally engaging in said ?ange aper 
tures at right angles to said ?anges, said fastening 
clip having an aperture intermediate said ?ange en 
gagements in alignment with one of the vertically 
spaced apertures in the support columns, and 

releasable securing means rigidly securing the shelf to 
the support column interconnecting the column and 
fastening clip at said aligned apertures for securing 
the shelf ?anges rigidly against said support column 
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walls through said aperture with said planar edge 
under stress squaring the ?anges to the column. 

3. A vertically adjustable metal shelving assembly com 
prising: 

a shelf having a planar portion and a pair of depend 
ing side ?anges and end ?anges, said side ?anges and 
end ?anges terminating in square ends a spaced dis 
tance from each other at the corners of the shelf to 
de?ne recessed shelf corners, 

said ?anges having apertures therein spaced from said 
square ends, 

said planar portion having an aperture therein inter 
mediate said ?ange apertures at each corner, 

vertical support columns having parallel outwardly ex 
tending side portions interconnected by a cross wall 
received in said recessed shelf corners against the 
square ended ?anges, 

a plurality of vertically spaced apertures formed 
through columns at the junctures of said side portions 
and interconnecting wall, 

a fastening clip disposed beneath the planar surface of 
the shelf adjacent the recessed opening at the corner 
thereof engaging in said planar portion aperture and 
terminally engaging in said ?ange apertures at right 
angles with respect thereto, said fastening clip having 
a formed aperture intermediate said ?ange engage 
ments in alignment with one of the vertically spaced 
apertures in the support columns, and 

releasable securing means rigidly securing the shelf to 
the support column interconnecting the column and 
fastening clip at said aligned apertures for securing 
the shelf rigidly to said support column through said 
formed aperture with said squared ends under stress 
squaring the ?anges to the column. 

4. In a metal shelving assembly having a shelf with 
tubular ?anges with apertures therein and a support col 
umn with two walls at a right angle with respect to each 
other, 

an integral shelf retaining clip having an intermediate 
planar wall portion with an aperture therethrough, 

an offset member forming a shoulder spaced from and 
‘facing said aperture to reinforce said intermediate 
portion and support a threaded element against rota 
tion concentric With said aperture, 

end portions extending beyond said offset member and 
disposed at an angle with respect thereto and in 
planes normal to each other for insertion into said 
?ange apertures, ' 

cam means along opposite edges of said end portions 
passing through said ?ange apertures to engage said 
?anges at adjacent ends of said ?ange slots and draw 
the ?anges towards each other at said ?ange apertures 
during insertion in the apertures, and 

means interlocking with said shelf for holding said end 
portions in said ?ange apertures under tension estab 
lished in said ?anges by said end portions. 

5. The construction called for in claim 4 in which said 
securing means includes hook elements beyond said cam 
means engaging said ?anges at said apertures in latching 
relationship engageable and releasable in a vertical direc 
tion. 

6. The construction called for in claim 4- in which an 
upper part of said intermediate portion engages the lower 
side of the shelf in weight supporting relationship. 

7. A metal shelving assembly comprising: 
a shelf having a planar portion and a pair of depending 

peripheral opposing side ?anges and end ?anges, said 
side ?anges and end ?anges terminating a spaced dis 
tance from each other at the corners of the shelf 
de?ning recessed openings, 

a plurality of support columns, each having parallel side 
portions interconnected by a wall, one of said side 
portions engaging one of said side ?anges and the 
wall engaging one of said end ?anges of the shelf at 
a corner, and 
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I securing means holding the shelf to the support columns 
with said side portions against said side ?anges and 
said end ?anges against said Wall under a stress 
squaring each to the other respectively; and 

in which the ?anges have apertures therein, and 
said securing means includes a shelf retaining clip hav 

ing an intermediate planar wall portion with an aper— 
ture therethrough comprising 

an offset member forming a shoulder spaced from and 
facing said aperture to reinforce said intermediate 
portion against forces normal thereto and hold a nut 
against rotation, 

end portions extending beyond said offset member and 
disposed at an angle with respect thereto and in 
planes normal to each other for insertion into said 
?ange apertures, ‘ 

cam means along opposite edges of said end portions to 
engage said ?anges at adjacent ends of said ?ange 
slots to draw the ?anges towards each other at said 
?ange apertures during insertion in the apertures, and 

means interlocking with said shelf for holding said end 
portions in said ?ange apertures under tension estab 
lished in said ?anges by said end portions. 

8. In a metal shelving assembly, 
a shelf having a planar article supporting shelf portion 

and a plurality of depending peripheral ?anges, 
a pair of said ?anges being aligned at their adjacent 

ends in predetermined spacedirelationship at a corner 
of the shelf to de?ne a vertically extending recessed 
opening, ' 

a support column having parallel sides interconnected 
by a rear wall disposed in a predetermined angular 
relationship complementary to said adjacent ends of 
said pair of ?anges, 

a plurality of verticallyspaced apertures formed in the 
support column disposed in registration with said 
recessed opening, and I ' 

securing means including an angular clip having an 
aperture centrally formed therethrough and vertically 
extending tab portions formed thereon received in 
said ?anges and in engagement with said planar shelf 
portion adjacent the recessed opening in weight sup 
porting relationship, and a threaded member extend- - 
ing through one of the apertures of the support 
column and the aperture in said clip, said threaded 
member engaging a threaded element carried by the 
clip to rigidly clamp the ends of the shelf ?anges end 
wise to the support column. 

9. In a vertically adjustable metal shelving assembly: 
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shelf portion'w-ith depending side and end ?anges 
terminating a predetermined distance from the cor 
ner de?ning a recessed opening and leaving aper 
tures therethrough proximate to the opening, 

supporting columns having parallel extending side walls 
interconnected by and perpendicular to a rear wall, 

a plurality of vertically spaced apertures formed in the 
support column at the juncture of said side walls and 
rear wall, 

ribs ‘formed convexly in both the side walls .and rear 
wall of said supporting column, 

two apertures formed in the rear wall of said support 
ing column a predetermined distance from each end, 

a fastening clip disposed beneath the planar surface 
of the shelf adjacent the recessed openings at the 
corners thereof comprising, a planar body portion 
with symmetrically identical wing portions extending 
‘from each side, 

said wing portions extending below the body to form 
tabs which engage in said apertures in the ?anges for 
correct positioning and securement of the clip, a tab 
centrally located on the planar body portion which 
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engages an aperture in the article supporting portion 
of the shelf, 

said central portion of the body of the clip having an 
aperture located therein for alignment with the aper 
tures of ‘the supporting column and a ?ange formed 
from the body portion of the clip at right angles 
thereto, and ' 

, threaded means extending through one of the apertures 
of the supporting column and the aperture of said 
clip to rigidly clamp the shelf to the supporting 
column. 

It‘. A vertically adjustable metal shelving assembly 
comprising: 
a shelf having a planar portion ‘and a plurality of de 

pending peripheral ?anges, ‘ ' 

a pair of said ?ange-s being ‘aligned in a predetermined 
spaced relationship at a corner of the shelf de?ning 
a recessed opening, 

said ?anges having an L-shaped con?guration including 
an outer portion and a lower inwardly directed por 
tion, 

retaining apertures formed through the lower portion 
of the ?anges adjacent the recessed opening, 

support columns having parallel outwardly extending 
side portions interconnected by 1a rear wall in a pre 
determined angular relationship complementary to 
said ?anges, 

a plurality of vertically spaced apertures formed through 
the juncture of said extending side portions with the 
rear wall, - 

an integral shelf retaining clip having an intermediate 
planar wall portion with an aperture therethrough, 

an offset member forming a shoulder spaced from and 
facing said aperture to reinforce said intermediate 
portion and hold a nut against rotation, 

end portions extending beyond said offset member and 
disposed ‘at an angle with respect thereto and in planes 
normal to each other for insertion into said ?ange 
apertures, ' 

cam means along opposite edges of said end portions to 
engage said ?anges at ‘adjacent’ ends of said ?ange 
slots to draw the ?anges towards each other at said 
?ange apertures during insertion in the apertures, and 

means interlocking with said shelf for holding said end 
portions in said ?ange apertures under ‘tension estab 
lished in said ?anges by said end portions, and 

a releasable securing means engaging said column and 
said ‘fastening clip to rigidly clamp the shelf to the 
supporting column. 

11. A metal shelving assembly comprising: 
a shelf having a planar portion and a pair of depending 

peripheral opposing side ?anges and end ?anges ter 
minating a spaced distance ‘from each other at each 
corner of the shelf de?ning a recessed opening, 

said side and end ?anges having an L-shaped configura 
tion including an outer portion 1and a lower portion, 

?rst retaining apertures ‘formed through the lower por- ' 
tion of the end ?anges adjacent ‘the recessed opening, 

a ‘fastening clip having an aperture centrally formed 
therethrough including a body portion terminated at 
each in portions disposed at right angles thereto, 

said portions comprising an upper portion having a ?at 
supporting surface, a bearing surface, and an ear 
bent upwardly from the portions, and a lower portion 
containing retaining tabs bent upwardly from the 
portion, ' 

said fastening clip disposed beneath the planar surface 
of the shelf adjacent the recessed opening, said re 
taining tabs on said fastening clip engaging said ?rst 
apertures and the supporting surfaces supporting the 
planar surface of the shelf adjacent the recessed open 
ing and said ear aligned with the shoulder portion of 
‘the shelf providing support and stiffening of the 
shoulder, 
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support columns having parallel outwardly extending 
side portions interconnected by a rear wall, 

a plurality of vertically spaced securing apertures 
formed through the juncture of said extending side 
portions with the rear wall, and two apertures formed 
in ‘the rear wall at both ends of the supporting 
column, 

a connector having a planar rear portion with identical 
angularly extending side wing portions containing 
apertures in said wing portions which align with 
securing apertures in the supporting column and 
apertures in the rear portion which align with aper 
tures in rear wall of supporting column, 

‘a means of rigidly securing said connector with vertical 
abutting supporting columns, and 

a releasable securing means engaging said column and 
said fastening clip to rigidly clamp the shelf to the 
supporting column. 

12. A metal shelving assembly comprising: 
a shelf having a planar portion and a plurality of 

depending peripheral ?anges, 
a pair of said ?anges being aligned in a predetermined 

spaced relationship at one corner of the shelf de 
?ning a recessed opening, 

said ?anges having an L-shaped con?guration including 
an outer portion and a lower inwardly directed por 
tion, 

retaining apertures formed through the lower portion 
of the ?anges adjacent the recessed openings, 

a fastening clip having an aperture formed centrally 
therethrough including a body portion having an 
upper supporting portion extending at right angles 
therefrom and a lower portion also extending at 
right angles from the body, 

said upper portion containing bearing surfaces at the 
extremities thereof, 

said lower portion containing upwardly bent self-lock 
ing retaining tabs, 

said body portion containing a narrow web ?ange in 
the lower portion thereof, 
said fastening clip being disposed beneath the planar 
surface of the shelf adjacent the recessed opening 

> and having retaining tabs engaging in the retaining 
apertures in the ?anges with the bearing surfaces of 
the upper portion stressing the shelf towards the 
supporting column, 

support columns having parallel outwardly extending 
side portions interconnected by a rear wall having 
aperture and disposed in a predetermined angular 
relationship complementary to said'?anges, said side 
portions and rear wall having laterally spaced con 
caved ribs formed the length thereof, 

a plurality of vertically spaced securing apertures 
formed through the junctures of said extending side 
portions with the rear wall, 

the rear wall of said supporting column having an 
aperture formed therethrough at both ends, 

a connector plate having a planar rear portion with 
an aperture and identical side wings angled there 
from and side walls'angled from said wings, 

a plurality of vertically spaced apertures formed through 
said side wings, said apertures spaced corresponding 
to vertically spaced apertures of supporting column, 

two apertures formed through the rear wall of said 
connector corresponding to apertures formed in rear 
wall and at the ends of the supporting columns, 

said connector being able to be inserted within the 
U-shaped con?guration of two vertically abutting 
supporting columns, giving support against any move 
ment at the juncture of the supporting columns, 
and 

securing means received in the aperture in the rear 
wall of said supporting column and the aperture in 
rear wall of said connector, and securing said fasten 
ing clip and shelf to said supporting column to 
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rigidly secure the shelf and connector to the support 
column as a unitized construction. 

13. In a metal shelving assembly, 
a shelf having a planar portion and a plurality of de 

pending peripheral ?anges, 
a pair of said ?anges being aligned in predetermined 

spaced relationship at a corner of the shelf to de?ne 
a vertically extending recessed opening, 

retaining apertures formed through the lower portion 
of the ?anges and the planar portion of the shelf 
adjacent the recessed openings, 

a support column having parallel sides interconnected 
by rear wall in a predetermined angular relationship 
complementary to the ends of said pair of ?anges, 

a plurality of vertically spaced apertures formed in 
the support column disposed in registration with said 
recessed opening, and 

securing means including an angular clip having an 
aperture centrally formed therethrough and verti 
cally disposed tab portions formed thereon received 
in said ?ange and said planar portion apertures ad 
jacent the recessed openings, and 

a bolt member extending through one of the apertures 
of the support column and the aperture in said clip, 
the shank of said bolt engaging a threaded element 
to rigidly clamp the end of the ?anges against the 
support column. ' 

14. A metal shelving assembly comprising: 
a shelf having a planar portion and a plurality of de 

pending peripheral ?anges, 
a pair of said ?anges being aligned in predetermined 

spaced relationship at a corner of the shelf de?n 
ing a recessed opening, 

said ?anges having an L-shaped con?guration includ 
ing an outer portion and a lower inwardly directed 
portion, 

retaining apertures formed through the lower portion 
of the ?anges and the planar portion of the shelf 
adjacent the recessed openings, 

a fastening clip having an aperture formed centrally 
therethrough including a body portion having wing 
portions extending angularly therefrom, 

a retaining tab extending from each of said wing por 
tions and extending upwardly from said body por 
tion, 

said fastening clip disposed beneath the planar surface 
of the shelf adjacent the recessed opening, said re 
taining tabs on said fastening clip engaging the re 
taining apertures in the ?anges and the retaining 
aperture in the planar portion of the shelf, 

support columns having parallel outwardly extending 
side portions interconnected by a rear wall in a pre 
determined angular relationship complementary to 
said ?anges, 

a plurality of vertically spaced securing apertures 
formed through the junctures of said extending side 
portions with the rear wall, and 

a releasable securing means engaging said column and 
said fastening clip to rigidly clamp the ends of said 
pair of ?anges against a side and rear wall of the 
support column. 

15. A metal shelving assembly comprising: 
a shelf having a planar portion and a pair of depend 

ing peripheral opposing side ?anges and end ?anges 
terminating a spaced distance from each other at 
each corner of the shelf de?ning recessed openings, 

said side and end ?anges having an L-shaped con 
?guration including an outer portion ‘and a lower 
portion, 

?rst retaining apertures formed through the lower por 
tion of the end ?anges adjacent the recessed open 
ings, 

second retaining apertures formed through the lower 
portion of the side ?anges adjacent the recessed 
openings, 
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third retaining apertures formed through the planar 
portion of the shelf adjacent the recessed openings, 

a fastening clip having an aperture centrally formed 
therethrough including a body portion having wing 
portions extending angularly therefrom, 

a retaining tab extending from each of said wings and 
a retaining tab extending upwardly from said body 
portion, 

said fastening clip disposed beneath the planar surface 
of the shelf adjacent the recessed opening, retaining 
tabs on said fastening clip engaging said ?rst and 
second retaining apertures in the flanges and there 
taining aperture in the planar portion of the shelf, 

support column having parallel outwardly extending 
side portions interconnected by a rear wall, 

a plurality of vertically spaced securing apertures 
formed through the junctures of said extending side 
portions with the rear wall, and 

a nut and bolt combination, said bolt inserted through 
a securing aperture in the support column and the 
aperture in the fastening clip and threadedly en 
gages the nut to secure the ends of the side and end 
?anges de?ning the recessed opening against the 
side portion and rear wall of the support column re 
ceived therein. ‘ 

16. In a metal shelving assembly, 
a shelf having a planar portion and a plurality of de 

pending peripheral ?anges, 
a pair of said ?anges being aligned in predetermined 

spaced relationship at a corner of the shelf to de?ne 
a vertically extending recessed opening, 

retaining apertures formed through the lower portion 
of the ?anges and the planar portion of the shelf 
adjacent the recessed openings, 

a, support column having parallel sides interconnected 
by a rear wall in a predetermined angular relation 
ship complementary to said pair of ?anges, said 
sides and rear wall having laterally spaced concaved 
ribs formed the length thereof, 

a plurality of vertically spaced apertures formed in the 
support column disposed in registration with said 
recessed opening, and 

securing means including an angular clip having a cen 
trally disposed aperture formed therethrough and 
vertical tab portions formed thereon that are re 
ceived in said ?ange and said planar portion adja 
cent the recessed opening and a bolt member ex 
tending through one of the apertures of the support 
column and the aperture in said clip, the head of 
said bolt rotatably bearing against the outer surface 
of a concaved rib on said side and rear wall of the 
support column, and the shank of said bolt engag 
ing a threaded element to rigidly secure the shelf 
to the support column. 

17. A metal shelving assembly comprising: - 
a shelf having a planar portion and a plurality of de 

pending peripheral ?anges, 
a pair of said ?anges being aligned in predetermined 

spaced relationship at a corner of the shelf de?ning 
a recessed opening, 

said ?anges having an L-shaped con?guration includ 
ing an outer portion and a lower inwardly directed 
portion, 

retaining apertures formed through the lower portion 
of the ?anges and the planar portion of the shelf 
adjacent the recessed openings, 

a fastening clip having an aperture formed centrally 
therethrough including a body portion having wing 
portions extending angularly therefrom, 

a retaining tab extending from each of said wing por 
tions and a retaining tab extending upwardly from 
said body portion, 

'said fastening clip disposed beneath the planar surface 
of the shelf adjacent the recessed opening, retain 
ing tabs on said fastening clip engaging the retain 
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ing apertures in the ?anges and the retaining aper 
ture in the planar portion of the shelf, 

support columns having parallel outwardly extending 
side portions interconnected by a rear wall in a 
predetermined angular relationship complementary 
to said ?anges, said side portions and rear wall 
having laterally spaced concaved ribs formed the 
length thereof, ' 

a plurality of vertically spaced securing apertures 
formed through the junctures of said extending side 
portions with the rear wall, and 

a nut and bolt combination, said bolt inserted through 
an aperture in the support column and the fastening 
clip, head portion of the bolt bearing against the 
outer surface of a concaved rib on said side portion 
and rear wall of the support column, and the shank 
of the bolt engages the nut to rigidly secure the shelf 
to the support column. 

18. A metal shelving assembly comprising: 
a shelf having a planar portion and a pair of depend 

ing peripheral opposing side ?anges and end ?anges, 
said side ?anges and end ?anges terminating a spaced 
distance from each other at the corners of the shelf 
de?ning recessed openings and having retaining aper— 
tures normal to the plane of said planar portion 
spaced from the recessed opening, 

a plurality of support columns, each having parallel 
outwardly extending side walls interconnected by a 
rear wall with a front opening between the side walls 
opposite the rear wall and a corner'aperture at the 
edge of the back wall, one of said side walls engag 
ing a side ?ange and the rear wall engaging an end 
?ange of the shelf at a corner, and 

securing means securing the shelf to the support col 
umns including a bracket at each column intercon 
necting said ?anges to span the recessed opening 
and having tabs engaging in said apertures and a 
nut and bolt assembly received through said open 
ing interconnecting the bracket and column for draw 
ing the bracket towards the support column to hold 
the terminal ends of the ?anges in clamped abutting 
relationship against said side and rear walls of the 
support column, 

said one of said side walls and rear wall having paral 
lel ribs extending towards each other de?ning shoul 
ders supporting the bolt for rotation thereon about 
the axis of said corner aperture and accessible for 
rotation through said front opening, and said brack 
et including means for‘preventing rotation of said 
nut. 

19. In a metal shelving assembly having a shelf with 
tubular ?anges with apertures therein and a support 
column with two walls at a right angle with respect to 
each other, 
an integral shelf retaining clip having an intermediate 

planar wall portion with an aperture therethrough, 
an offset member forming a shoulder spaced from and 

facing said aperture to reinforce said intermediate 
portion and support a threaded element against rota 
tion concentric with said aperture, 

end portions extending beyond said offset member and 
disposed at an angle with respect {thereto and in 
planes normal to each other for insertion into said 
?ange apertures, 

cam means along opposite edges of said end portions 
to engage said ?anges at adjacent ends of said ?ange 
slots to draw the ?anges towards each other at said 
?ange apertures during insertion in the apertures, 
and 

means interlocking with said shelf for holding said end 
portions in said ?ange apertures under tension estab 
lished in said ?anges by said end portions, 

said clip ‘on an upper part of said intermediate portion 
having an ear interlocking with said shelf at a point 
intermediate said ?anges and apertures. 
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20. In an adjustable knockdown sheet metal shelving 
unit, in combination, 

an elongated upright corner post presenting a cross 
section de?ning a channel and including parallel 
side ?anges and a connecting web portion, there‘ be 
ing a series of vertically spaced holes in said corner 
post along the juncture region between one of the 
side ?anges and the web portion, . 

means along the edges of the side ?anges for receiving 
a trim means therebetween, 

rib means within said channel bordering said holes, 
a generally rectangular horizontally disposed shelf 

having a depending marginal longitudinal ?ange ex 
tending along one longitudinal edge thereof and a 
depending marginal transverse ?ange extending 
along an adjacent transverse edge thereof, said de 
pending ?anges each being formed with a narrow 
inturned horizontally disposed rim ?ange portion, 

said shelf and depending ?anges being cut away at a 
corner region of the shelf to receive the corner post 
with said one side ?ange of the corner post opposing 
an adjacent cut end edge of the longitudinal ?ange 
and with said web portion opposing an adjacent cut 
end edge of the transverse ?ange, 

a sheet metal corner clip disposed in said corner region 
of the shelf at the horizontal level of the depending 
?anges and extending diagonally between said de 
pending ?anges a spaced distance from said corner 
post, 

interengaging means on the opposite ends of said clip 
and said depending ?anges respectively for securing 
the clip to said depending ?anges to prevent inward 
collapse or outward spreading of the depending 
?anges, there being a central opening in said clip 
designed for selective horizontal register with said 
vertically spaced holes in the corner post and in such 
register with one of said holes, 

a fastening bolt element projecting through said cen 
tral opening and registering hole including means 
for rotating it, 

a reaction nut threadedly received on said bolt, and 
means to prevent rotation of said nut, said fastening 

bolt and nut being selectively received in supported 
relationship on said rib means with the other en 
gaging said clip and serving to draw the corner clip 
and corner post toward each other and thus clamp 
the corner post against said adjacent end edges of 
the longitudinal and transverse depending ?anges. 

21. In an adjustable knockdown sheet metal shelving 
unit, the combination set forth in claim 20 and wherein 
said interengaging means on the opposite ends of the clip 
bears against the shelf within the inside face of the 
vertical portion of said depending ?anges and is inter 
engaged between the ends of the clip and the inturned 
rim ?ange portions. 

22. In an adjustable knockdown sheet metal shelving 
unit, the combination set forth in claim 20, wherein each 
rim ?ange portion is formed with a slot therein in the 
corner region of the shelf, and wherein said ‘inter 
engaging means on the opposite ends of the clip and said 
depending ?anges comprises a pair of latching tongues 
on the clip which project through said slots. 

23. In an adjustable knockdown sheet metal shelving 
unit, the combination set forth in claim 20 and wherein 
said interengaging means on the opposite ends of the clip 
and said depending ?anges comprises tongue and slot 
connections between the clip and inturned rim ?ange por 
tions, and 

a pair of seating surfaces on said clip which bear 
against said depending ?anges respectively at their 
regions of juncture with the horizontal shelf. 

24. In an adjustable knockdown sheet metal shelving 
unit, in combination, 

an elongated upright corner post presenting a channel 
shape cross section and including parallel side 
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?anges and a connecting web portion, there being a 
series of vertically spaced holes in said corner post 
along the juncture region between one of said side 
?anges and the web portion, said one side ?ange 
and web portion each being formed with a longi 
tudinally extending internal reinforcing rib there 
along, said ribs being spaced apart a slight distance 
and straddling said juncture region, 

a generally rectangular horizontally disposed shelf 
having a depending marginal longitudinal ?ange ex 
tending along one longitudinal edge thereof and a 
depending marginal transverse ?ange extending 
along an adjacent transverse edge thereof, said de 
pending ?anges each being formed with a narrow 
inturned rim ?ange, 

said shelf and depending ?anges being cut away at a 
corner region of the shelf to receive the corner post 
with said one side ?ange of the corner post opposing 
an adjacent cut end edge of the longitudinal ?ange 
and with said web portion opposing an adjacent cut 
end edge of the transverse ?ange, 

a sheet'metal corner clip disposed in said corner region 
of the shelf at the horizontal level of the depending 
?anges, 

interengaging means on the opposite ends of said clip 
and said depending ?anges respectively for securing 
the clip to said depending ?anges to prevent inward 
collapse or ‘outward spreading of the depending 
?anges, there being a central opening in said clip 
designed for selective horizontal register with said 
vertically spaced holes in the corner post and in such 
register with one of said holes, 

a fastening bolt projecting through said central open 
ing and registering hole, and 

a reaction nut threadedly received on said bolt, said 
fastening bolt and nut being effective between said 
ribs and the clip and serving to draw the clip and 
corner post toward each other and thus clamp the 
corner post against said adjacent cut end edges of 
the longitudinal and transverse depending ?anges. 

25. In an adjustable knockdown sheet metal shelving 
unit, in combination, 

‘an elongated upright corner post presenting a channel 
shape cross section and including parallel side ?anges 
and a connecting Web portion, there being a series of 
vertically spaced holes in said corner post along the 
juncture region between one of said side ?anges and 
the web portion, 

said one side ?ange and ‘web portion each being formed 
with a longitudinally extending internal reinforcing 
rib therealong, said ribs being spaced apart a slight 
distance and straddling said juncture region, 

a generally rectangular horizontally disposed shelf hav 
ing a depending marginal longitudinal ?ange extend 
ing along one longitudinal edge thereof and a depend 
ing marginal transverse ?ange extending along an ad 
jacent transverse edge thereof, said depending ?anges 
each being formed with a narrow inturned horizontal 
rim ?ange, 

said shelf and depending ?anges being cut away at a 
corner region of the shelf to receive the corner post 
with said one side ?ange of the corner post opposing 
an adjacent end edge of the longitudinal ?ange and 
with said web portion opposing an adjacent end edge 
of the transverse ?ange, 

said rim ?anges each being provided with a slot therein 
spaced a slight distance ‘from the end edge of the 
associated depending ?ange, 

a sheet metal corner clip disposed in said corner region 
of the shelf at the horizontal level of the depending 
?anges and including a ?at vertical body portion ex 
tending diagonally between said depending ?anges, 
upper and lower horizontal ?anges extending along 
the upper and lower edges respectively of said ver 
tical body portion, 
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upturned tongues at the opposite ends of said lower 
?anges extending vertically upwardly through said 
slots in the rim ?anges and interlocking therewith 
for securing the clip to said depending ?anges and 
preventing inward collapse or outward spreading of 
the shelf in supporting relationship, there being a 
central opening in said body portion of the clip in 
horizontal register with one of the holes in said 
corner post, 

a headed fastening bolt projecting through said central 
opening and registering hole, and 

a reaction nut threadedly received on said bolt, said 
fastening bolt and nut being effective between said 
ribs and the body portion of the clip and serving to 
to ‘draw the clip and corner post toward each other 
and thus clamp the corner post against said adjacent 
end edges of the longitudinal and transverse depend 
ing ?anges. 

26. In an adjustable knockdown sheet metal shelving 
unit, the combination set forth in claim 25 wherein the 
head of said fastening bolt bears against said ribs in bridg 
ing relationship and said nut bears against said body por 
tion of the clip. 

27. In an adjustable knockdown metal shelving unit, 
the combination set forth in claim 25, wherein said holes 
in the corner post have a transverse dimension less than 
the width of the head portion bordened'by ribs on oppo 
site sides that receive the shank portion of the fastening 
bolt therebetween whereby the bolt may be inserted end 
wise through a selected hole with its head portion received 
in supported relation on the bordering ribs. ' 

28. A metal shelving assembly comprising a pair of 
shelves each having a planar portion and a pair of de 
pending peripheral opposing side ?anges and end ?anges, 
said side ?anges and end ?anges terminating a spaced dis 
tance from each other at two adjacent end corners of the 
shelves de?ning recessed openings, 

a support column at each of said corners, each column 
having parallel side portions interconnected bya wall, 
the side ?anges of the shelves engaging opposite side 
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' the end ?ange interengaging the walls in parallel re 
lationship at the corners, and 

securing means spanning a side and end ?ange at each 
shelf corner spaced from the adjacent support col 
uinn for holding the shelves to the support columns 
with said side ?anges endwise against said side por 
tions and said end ?anges endwise against said wall 
under a stress squaring each to the other respectively. 

29. A vertically adjustable metal shelving assembly 
comprising a shelf having a planar portion and a pair of 
depending side ?anges and end ?anges, 

said side ?anges and end ?anges at each corner terminat 
ing in planar edges disposed at right angles to each 
other and spaced from each other to de?ne recessed 
shelf corners, said ?anges having apertures therein 
spaced from said planar edges, 

a vertical support column having parallel side portions 
interconnected by a cross wall and received in each 
of said recessed shelf corners against the planar 
edges, 

a plurality of vertically spaced apertures formed 
‘through’each column at the junctures of said side 
portions and interconnecting wall, 

a fastening clip disposed beneath the planar surface of 
the shelf adjacent the recessed opening at the corner 
thereof and terminally engaging in said ?ange aper 
tures at right angles to said ?anges, ' 

said fastening clip having an aperture intermediate said 
?ange engagements in alignment with one of the ver 
tically spaced apertures in the support column, and 

“ releasable securing means rigidly securing the shelf to 
the support column interconnecting the column and 
fastening clip at said aligned apertures for securing 
the shelf ?anges rigidly against said support column 
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rwalls through said aperture with said planar edge 
under stress squaring the ?anges to the column. 

30. A metal shelving assembly comprising a shelf hav 
ing a planar portion and a pair of depending peripheral 
opposing side ?anges and end ?anges, 

said side ?anges and end ?anges terminating a spaced 
distance from each other at the corners of the shelf 

. at planar cut edges disposed at a right angle to each 
‘other de?ning recessed openings, 

a plurality of support columns, each having parallel 
side portions interconnected by a wall, 

one of said side portions engaging one of said side 
?anges and the wall engaging one of said end ?anges 
of the shelf at a corner, and , 

securing means including a clip engaging said ?anges 
\at a distance spaced from said planar cut edges 
thereof to hold the shelf to the support columns with 
said side portions against said side ?ange planar cut 
edge and said end ?ange planar cut edge against 

' said wall under a stress squaring each to the other, 
respectively, in weight supporting relationship of the 
shelf to the support columns. 

31. A shelf retaining clip having an intermediate planar 
wall portion with an aperture therethrough comprising an 
offset member form-ing a shoulder spaced from and fac 
ing said aperture to reinforce said intermediate portion 
against forces normal thereto and hold a nut against 
rotation, end port-ions extending'beyond said offset mem 
ber and disposed at a 45° angle with respect thereto and 
in planes normal to each ‘other, and cam means along op 
posite edges of said end portions terminating in notches 
providing retaining shoulders, one of said end portions 
terminating in an upstanding ear. 

32. A vertically adjustable metal shelving assembly 
comprising a shelf having a planar portion and a plurality 
of depending peripheral ?anges, 

pair of said ?anges being aligned in a predetermined 
spaced relationship at a corner of the shelf de?ning 
a recessed opening, said ?anges having an L-shaped 
con?guration including an outer portion and a lower 
inwardly directed portion, 

retaining apertures formed through the lower portion 
of the ?anges adjacent the recessed opening, 

support columns having parallel outwardly extending 
side portions interconnected by a rear wall in a pre 
determined angular relationship complementary to 
said ?anges, . 

a plurality of vertically spaced apertures formed through 
the juncture of said extending side portions with the 
rear wall, 

an integral shelf retaining clip having an intermediate 
planar wall portion with an aperture ‘therethrough, 

an offset member forming a shoulder spaced from and 
facing said aperture to reinforce said intermediate 

' portion and hold a nut against rotation, 
end portions extending beyond said offset member and 

disposed at an angle with respect thereto and in planes 
normal to each other for insert-ion into said ?ange 
apertures, 

cam means along opposite edges of said end portions 
Ito engage said ?anges at adjacent ends of said ?ange 
slots to draw the ?anges towards each other at said 
?ange apertures during insertion in the apertures, , 

means interlocking with said shelf for holding said end 
portions in said ?ange apertures under tens-ion es 
tablished in said ?anges by said end portions, and 

a releasable securing means engaging said column and 
said fastening clip to rigidly clamp the shelf to the 
supporting column. 

33. A metal stand comprising: 
a horizontal shelf having a corner and a planar portion 

with peripheral ?anges depending therefrom and ter 
minating a spaced distance on opposite sides thereof 
to de?ne a recessed opening at ‘ said corner, said 
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?anges resiliently ?exing towards each other when 
freepto do so at said corner, 

an angular support column having parallel side por 
tions interconnected by a rear wall, one side portion 
‘and the rear wall being disposed against and comple 
mentary to the ends of the depending ?anges on op 
posite side of the recessed opening, 

a plurality of vertically spaced holes through the junc 
ture of the side portion with the rear wall of the 
column, 
clip member spanning said recessed opening having 
elements interlocking with said ?anges at points 
spaced from their ends under resilient ?exure thereof 
in assembled relationship with the shelf at each cor 
ner to engage the ?anges and the planar shelf por 
tion in weight supported relationship, 

each clip having an aperture centrally formed there 
through for alignment with one of the holes in the 
support column including a threaded means, and 

a threaded member engaged by said threaded means 
rigidly securing said clip member elements in said in 
terlocking engagement and the ?ange ends of the 
shelf ?anges against a side portion and rear wall of 
the support column. 
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